Monday 9/19
6-7pm [Connor Alexander and Caleb] The Cool Down: Your source of hit music and sport times.
7-8pm (1st and 3rd) [Alex Plusquellec] Sports News: We like sports and we don’t care who
knows.
7-8pm (2nd and 4th) [Karina Stephfenson] SuperWatch: A fictional news show that reports on
the events surrounding superheroes. They might try to determine what route to take to work
because a spare worm is devouring downtown or discover which superheroes are dating
celebrities.
8-9pm [Joshua Bell and Austin O’Donnell] Bruin Trails: Let’s talk about it.
9-10PM (1st and 3rd) [Scott Stevens and Devin Olson] Fox Confessions. We talk about the Fox
Confessions Facebook Page.
9-10pm (2nd and 4th) [Paul Gallagher and John Hampton] The JP Monday Mashup: Just two
guys talking about sports.
10-11pm [Emily Payne] Reborn: Music medley with DJ “Payne. Uplifting, feel good, awesome
show with a few guests.
Tuesday 9/20
4-5pm [Kurt Stine] Chinese Music Hour: An hour of Chinese Pop Music
5-6pm [Livia Cerna] Spanish Music Hour: An hour of Spanish Music
6-7pm (1st and 3rd) [Cayla Bleoaja]: Off Topic: This isn’t a radio show. It’s a party. (And you’re
invited.)
6-7pm (2nd and 4th) [Sydney Zuyus]: Eventide: Mellow music from well known and unknown
bands from Oregon and around the country.
7-8pm: (1st and 3rd) [Nathan Ham]: DJ Nate: Rock, Pop, and Electronic folk.
8-9pm: [Alex Davis and Nate Downer] Love Songs for Lonely Hamsters: An hour of improv
absurdity for the hamster in all of us.
Wednesday 9/21
7-8am [Mitchell Milburn] Sports on Campus: Let’s talk about GFU’s sports and share unfiltered
opinions!!!

6-7pm [Ethan Swihart] Evenings with Ethan: A mix of throwback songs for you to reminisce &
jam with your favorite DJ.
8-9pm (1st and 3rd) [Casey Hastings] The F Word: A special guest host and I will spend an hour
discussing current events, talking about feminism, laughing about stuff we find on the internet,
and sharing music created by our favorite female artists.
8-9pm (2nd and 4th) [Ian Hickey] Music Appreciation: A segment held for the sole purpose of
discussing the importance, influence, and appreciation of music. ALL MUSIC. It’s deeper than
rap.
9-10pm (2nd and 4th) [Paige Patterson] Bedtime Stories: Improv bedtime stories created by
random GFU students.
10-11pm [Laura Mary Friemel] Through the Night: A late night show featuring indie, indie pop,
and similar genres of music and lesser known or undiscovered artists.
Thursday 9/22
8-10pm [Ty Ward and Matthew] It’s Bruin in the Den: Comedy talk with your local nice guys.
10-11pm (1st and 3rd) [Emma Claire D
 elisle ] Red Timez: Poems and open discussion about
artsy things.
10-11pm (2nd and 4th) [Chris West] Student Stories
Friday 9/23
5:30-6:30 (2nd and 4th) [Emily Lara, Danny Martinez,Maddie Maier ] Triple Threat: A day in the
life of the triple threat.
6:30-7pm [Austin O’Donnell] Ask Austin: Q & A show- a student perspective on anonymous
questions.
7-8pm [Hannah Dugen Riegg & Nicole] The Chatter House: Talk, tunes, and balloons.
8-9pm [Petunia Xiao] CITYMAN GO: Introducing places of interests in different cities.
8-9pm (2nd and 4th) [Anna Sovereign] The Sovereign Hour: Things you need to know.
9-10pm [Sam Reid] Filling the Gap: With the most interesting electronic dance house
experimental
music.
Saturday 9/24

10-11am [Julia Moore] Tandem: Your source of National and International news.
2-3pm [Justin Chang] Ask the Aspheric: I, (as a person who is diagnosed with traces of
asperger) take questions about life as an aspheric and give advice on how to be friends with
one.

